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LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND IDENTITY

KIRIBATI COMMUNITY 
"Our Kiribati People are seen as a minority. It is a privilege to be part of the Pacific Aotearoa discussion- a

beginning of collaboration work moving forward..."

“I saw NZ as my dream to have a good life for my family, but coming here I see my children
losing their language and culture, it’s a challenge…”
 
"Please have us as part of the stats being revealed in Census stats, MPP contemporary report.
We want to be recognised as our individual island not put into the “other” category..."

Community driven solutions and ideas

IMMIGRATION

“Nationalise Kiribati language, support our language, teach our language in schools,
polyfest, resources..."
 
" We need Kiribati stories and resources in our Libraries, but they are non-existent.
We need to know who to partner with to create these resources."
 

"I studied online about immigration so I could help my people… it’s our biggest issue"
 
 'Our families end up moving back home if they can't find work, or they try to rely on their extended
family in New Zealand but we are struggling too. What is Immigration New Zealand's role in supporting
us to seek employment?"

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

Creating partnerships between Kiribati community groups, local libraries, and other groups to create the
resources the community needs
Being at the decision table when it comes to school boards and areas where they can help influence what is
being taught in schools 
Gaining funding and resources for Kiribati communities to open their own ethnic specific play groups and
eventually an 'Aoga mata' type group 

 

More flexibility in the visas given so that people are able to find work easier, this will help the transition from
Kiribati to Aotearoa a lot easier
Kiribati translation and language support needed for new migrants to Aotearoa; Kiribati is not currently
included as a language on Language Line (Government's interpreting service for government agencies)
Increasing the PAC quota to include those affected by climate change in their home countries

Community driven solutions and ideas

Community driven solutions and ideas

Creating more opportunities for younger and older generations to come together and pass on the cultural
knowledge to youth
Community developed resources that are funded by a combination of communities and external funding
Including Kiribati as its own cohort in the census, MPP Contemporary Status Report so that they aren't
included under 'other'

NOT GOVERNMENT POLICY

"More awareness and access to the opportunities around us to

better ourselves like free courses, support services and help

for our communities"  

"I want to work in government to help our own communities"

"I want to join the army to help the country"

"I want to study nursing to help people"

ASPIRATIONS FOR THE

FUTURE

"Sometimes you don't know where to turn when you arrive in

New Zealand... some people bring their kids, but can't find work

so they go back home with nothing...:

"Need go-to people in Kiribati who can prepare them before

they migrate to New Zealand When landing in New Zealand,

there needs to be another set of Kiribati people to go to so

they can be helped properly."

"Translating forms and applications into Kiribati so that its

easier for people to apply and provide the right documents in

the first place instead of going back and forth" 

IMMIGRATION

"Language is very important. I don't want to lose it... keeping it

starts at home.."

"Pacific churches should establish their own preschools to

maintain language and culture teaching the Kiribati language

in schools like how Tongan and Samoan now are growing

opportunities for Kiribati language, dance and culture to be

celebrated too"

 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

KIRIBATI YOUTH
"Our young people are our next generation of leaders. We want to promote and develop

programmes for youth- but we need support to make this happen"

NZ Population 
2,115

Or less than 1% at the
last census 

45%
of the Kiribati population

live in Auckland

For those 15 and over

$14,700

Median Income

of the Kiribati population
are now born in New

Zealand

32.8%

KEY DATA 

Sourced from Census
2013


